Name of candidate:__________________________________________________________

Bosun Skills Checklist

Bosun Requirement 2: Checklist and endorsements. Details:

Completing the skill set checklist requires an underway check cruise (see scheduling key) where the crew member demonstrates checklist tasks under the supervision of an appropriate crew member (Mate or Captain). Several positions have tasks which may be performed while dockside. Scheduling a check cruise must be coordinated through the Port Captain.

It is necessary that each candidate review the skill checklist for the position they would like to advance to and familiarize themselves with those requirements.

Approval Authority Directions: If the candidate successfully demonstrates/completes/perform the skill to your satisfaction, please print your name, sign your approval, and record the date.

Skills:

Conduct a skill set check-off of a Deck 1-3

Approval (Mate or Captain): ________________ / ________________ Date: ______

Describe responsibilities of each deck position

Approval (Mate or Captain): ________________ / ________________ Date: ______

Describe singling up process

Approval (Mate or Captain): ________________ / ________________ Date: ______

Explain crew roles and responsibilities during fire emergency

Approval (Mate or Captain): ________________ / ________________ Date: ______

Explain crew roles and responsibilities during grounding/abandon ship

Approval (Mate or Captain): ________________ / ________________ Date: ______

Explain crew roles and responsibilities during medical emergency

Approval (Mate or Captain): ________________ / ________________ Date: ______

Explain crew roles and responsibilities during MOB emergency

Approval (Mate or Captain): ________________ / ________________ Date: ______

Explain proper command and response protocol

Approval (Mate or Captain): ________________ / ________________ Date: ______
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Explain wheel house etiquette

Approval (Mate or Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______

Name all non-standard deck lines-locks and foreign docks

Approval (Mate or Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______

Name all standard deck lines

Approval (Mate or Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______

Properly document crew training

Approval (Mate or Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______

Properly document cruise information

Approval (Mate or Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______

Show locations for fire stations and fire extinguishers

Approval (Mate or Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______